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President’s Message
Jennifer Andrews

ACCUTE just Zooming
along

Assumptions are a dangerous thing. They are especially
dangerous when we do not even see that the premise from which
we start a discussion is not the hard fact that it we thought it
was…. (King, 10)
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While the ACCUTE President’s column at this time of year would normally consist of a
lively account of our annual conference, which was to be hosted by Western University, and
would anticipate the coming of fall (as the association transitions from the UNB executive and
office to a new home at Brock University), things look far different in July of 2020. Instead, the
last three months of my time as President has been spent addressing the very immediate and
pressing concerns, provoked in large part by the pandemic, which has laid bare a wide range of
inequities within and beyond the post-secondary study of English. Coupled with the ongoing
violence inflicted on BIPOC communities in Canada, the US, and beyond, and grounded in
legacies of colonialism, now—more than ever—do leaders of organizations need to listen
carefully rather than presume to know what their members want and need.
As you may remember, ACCUTE posted its finalized conference schedule in mid-March
just days before universities and schools began wide-scale closures across Canada. In the
weeks that followed, I was asked to serve on a Federation of Social Sciences and Humanities
Covid-19 advisory committee, appointed as it became clear that Congress 2020 could not take
place in person. Cancelling a conference is no easy task; paradoxically, it is not only timeconsuming but also, in this case, it felt like a huge blow to the association, the Board of
Directors, and the executive, with so many people working very hard to create the best-ever
gathering of ACCUTE. As the Federation pivoted to suggest alternatives to an in-person
gathering, our executive and Board wrestled with the possibilities. In the most optimistic
moments, I remained sure that we could proceed virtually, and worked with the Federation to
consider a variety of options and to understand the technical support needed to pull off such a
feat. How could we be the first ever executive to pull the plug altogether on the
conference?
I was making assumptions—that members would be disappointed (sure, some were),
that such an outcome would leave ACCUTE in poor financial health (not true), and that I would
be letting down all of those people who had looked to me for leadership despite challenges (as if
this was not an unprecedented situation). Over the next few weeks, I asked our Board to think
carefully about how to proceed because I did not feel certain about where ACCUTE should go,
despite continuing to entertain the possibility of a virtual conference. I started to receive emails
and even the occasional request for a phone call from members—former Board members,
current members of the Board, and others who were bluntly honest about the struggles they
were facing: exhaustion and burn-out, endless childcare and family care obligations, fears over
falling ill themselves, along with the demands of transitioning to on-line teaching overnight. How
and when were members going to find the time, energy, and resources to write research
papers when their lives had been turned upside down?
Ultimately, what became clear is that ACCUTE
needed an alternative that acknowledged the unique
and varied strains members faced, while still giving
people a place to engage and continuing the business
of the association, which included the need for an
Annual General Meeting. Thanks to the wisdom of a
couple of former ACCUTE Board members (Erin
Wunker and Brenna Clarke Gray) and the Board’s
thoughtful suggestions, the association decided to take
a different direction, one focused on flexible
engagement. Luckily, our two plenary speakers,
Anthony Stewart and Emma Donoghue, were enthused
about the opportunity to deliver their keynotes virtually,
Emma Donoghue, delivering one of
ensuring that we could honour those invitations and
ACCUTE’s virtual plenary talks
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provide two rich and fascinating talks which were open to the public and free of charge. Again,
in a ground-breaking step, the Federation co-ordinated the taping of both the introductions and
talks themselves. These are the first ACCUTE plenaries to be digitally archived, which is
something we had wanted to do previously but had been hesitant to commit funds to, because
of the trickiness of using technology in unfamiliar campus locations, often at great expense.
Both talks are now available on the ACCUTE website, creating access to the plenaries for the
entire membership and beyond. In this case, the Federation partnered with AV Canada,
providing discount rates for professional technological advice and support during events.
Likewise, with some coaching on how to create Zoom polls, ACCUTE (thanks to Vicky Simpson
and Liz Effinger) ran its first-ever Annual General Meeting on June 2nd with roughly thirty-five
members in attendance, and completed its business including the election of new Board
members, approval of the financial statements, and the introduction of the new executive at
Brock University before holding a Celebration of Research to honour the three recipients of
Canadian Graduate Merit Awards and this year’s Priestley Prize winner, Dr. Katja Thieme
(UBC).
The feedback following this revised version of an ACCUTE gathering has been uniformly
positive, despite the inevitable technical glitches which led to some last-minute issues around
access to one plenary speech that got resolved in a matter of minutes. Having strong technical
support during the events made all of the difference, as did pre-event rehearsals to check things
like lighting, sound, and other key components that can make or break a keynote presentation.
In this instance, the Federation heavily subsidized the costs incurred by the few associations
that did decide to hold virtual events. However, the reality is that on-line gatherings are
often no less expensive than in-person ones, something that needs to be acknowledged
and understood by members going forward, if in person-gatherings are not possible or
desirable due to environmental and health impacts. So, while, the costs of this year’s events
were minimal, that will not be the case going forward.
The incoming executive, with Gregory Betts as President,
and Ronald Cummings as Vice President (pictured below), bring
new energy and excitement to ACCUTE at a moment when it is
most needed. As I say goodbye to running ACCUTE, I want to
express my gratitude to everyone in the organization who tested
my assumptions and asked me to see things differently, most
especially the Board members I’ve worked with over the past two
years and the Executive (Liz and Vicky) whose thoughtfulness
and willingness to engage with tough questions have meant that
we have worked as a team, listening to each other and trying as
much as possible to serve member needs and address member
concerns on a wide array of issues. ACCUTE is your
organization. Just as I may have assumed to know what
members would want in the form of a conference but forged a
different path thanks to member voices, it is critical that the
leadership of ACCUTE continues to hear from you,
particularly as the pandemic reshapes teaching and course
delivery models, limits research, and heightens the precarity
of so many who work and study at colleges and universities
across Canada in the field of literature. I look forward to
seeing where ACCUTE goes next!
Works Cited
King, Thomas. “Godzilla vs. Post-colonial.” World Literature Written in English 30.2 (1990):
10-16.

Vice-President Ronald Cummings and President Gregory Betts.
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ACCUTE 2021: Call for Panels
Call for Panels
DEADLINE FOR ALL PANEL
PROPOSALS: September 1st, 2020
NOTE: All papers and panels
accepted for Congress 2020
(Western) will be automatically
accepted for Congress 2021
(Alberta). If there are any
modifications to your panel, please
submit a complete updated package
by the panel deadline.

ACCUTE PANELS
A panel may follow the conventional three- or four-paper format, but we also encourage proposers
to consider alternative formats such as:
•Round Table: participants present and have a discussion on a designated topic
•Pecha Kucha or 7-14-28 or Ignite: participants offer rapid-fire showcases with limited time/
number of slides, followed by discussion
•Workshop: participants work collaboratively and with attendees on a practical problem (eg., a
crux in interpretation, developing course syllabus, constructing an effective grant proposal)
•Demonstrations: participants present on teaching or technological innovations, with
explanations and discussion
•Interview session: each panelist gives a brief presentation, and is then interviewed by the
next panelist, who then presents his/her work
•Storytelling panel: discussion based on participants’ narrative presentations: a “stories of….”
approach
•Technology-mediated session: incorporates social media responses, mobilizes technology to
access off-site participants or author reading/interview
•Collaborative presentations: participants present in groups rather than individually

What Makes a Good CFP?
Some CFPs attract many submissions; some, few or none. A successful CFP is neither too general
(Munro’s fiction) nor too specific (Jungian approaches to The Great Gatsby). It identifies an interesting or
timely topic or critical problem, or an under-represented area, and reflects current scholarship in that
field. Think of the eventual audience as well as the submitters: try to pick a topic that is not overly
specialized and that has a general or cross-field appeal. Craft the CFP carefully, without issuing too many
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directives, and let your submitters show what they can do with it. And be sure to spend some time
publicizing the CFP to the kinds of scholars who would be an asset to the event.

MEMBER-ORGANIZED PANELS
Member-organized panels are proposed by an ACCUTE member for the annual ACCUTE
conference. Member- organized panels are not invitational: the organizer picks the topic but does
not pre-select the participants. As with general submissions to the ACCUTE conference, paper
proposals and submitted papers are peer reviewed, with the panel organizer acting as the first
vettor. The organizing member is expected to attend the ACCUTE conference to act as Panel Chair.
Note: member-organizers do not present on the panels they organize and are ineligible for ACCUTE
travel funding unless they are submitting a paper on another panel.

Submitting a Member-Organized Proposal
If you would like to submit a panel proposal, email ACCUTE (info.accute@gmail.com) with the following
information indicated clearly:
•
•
•

The proposed panel title and format
Your name, institution, and email address
The text of the CFP to a maximum of 200 words

If accepted, your CFP will be publicized to the ACCUTE membership in September with a
deadline for submissions of November 15, 2020. Submissions will come through the Online
Proposal Submission Form on the ACCUTE website, and then be forwarded to panel organizers for
vetting.
The panel organizer serves as the first vettor for the proposals, and should follow our vetting guidelines.
After the papers are vetted, the organizer advises ACCUTE of the results, and ACCUTE sends out
acceptances and rejections. Some proposals may be sent to a second assessor on the ACCUTE
Board. Any submissions not selected for the panel will go into the “general pool” and will be considered
for other panels on the ACCUTE conference program.

JOINT-SPONSORED PANELS
Joint-sponsored panels are held at the ACCUTE conference but are co-sponsored by another
association. They are initiated by an ACCUTE member who is also a member of the organization that
jointly sponsors the panel. They are intended to foster links between ACCUTE and other scholarly
associations, whether those associations regularly attend Congress or not. Of special interest to
ACCUTE are those organizations that address fields that have traditionally been under-represented
at our conference, such as American, Medieval, and Eighteenth-Century Studies, but other areas are
welcome as well. While ACCUTE welcomes panels that correspond with the annual Congress theme,
any topic that reflects ACCUTE’s mandates or the interests of its members will be considered.
(Please note: if you wish to host an ACCUTE-sponsored panel at another association’s conference,
you should not send in a proposal as below. You should ask the organizers of the other association if
they allow joint-sponsored panels. If they do, follow any process they have for proposals; as an
ACCUTE member, you may then request permission to have the panel listed as co-sponsored in the
ACCUTE program. Such panels will not appear as CFPs for our conference, but can be advertised
through the co-sponsoring association’s CFP, ACCUTE’s blog, and other CFP sites.)

Submitting a Joint-Sponsored Panel Proposal
If you would like to submit a panel proposal, email ACCUTE (info.accute@gmail.com) with the following
information indicated clearly:
•

The name of the co-sponsored association (e.g. NASSR, NAVSA, CCLA, etc.)
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•
•
•

The proposed panel title and format
Your name, institution, and email address
The text of the CFP to a maximum of 200 words

If accepted, your CFP will be publicized to the ACCUTE membership in September with a
deadline for submissions of November 15, 2020. Submissions will come through the Online
Proposal Submission Form on the ACCUTE website, and then be forwarded to panel organizers for
vetting.
For ACCUTE 2021, organizers of joint-sponsored panels may choose to present a paper on their
own panel. In such cases, the organizer should submit their individual paper proposal through the
Online Proposal Submission Form.
Organizers of the joint-sponsored panels are responsible for choosing participants using the vetting
or assessment protocols of the co-sponsoring association; ACCUTE does, however, ask that all
submissions be vetted, and that organizers bear in mind the ACCUTE Vetting Guidelines. The
organizers advise ACCUTE of the results, and ACCUTE sends out acceptances and rejections.
Papers and panels are not subject to further vetting. If a joint-sponsored panel is selected for the
ACCUTE program, the organizing member is expected to attend the ACCUTE conference to act as
Panel Chair; if this is not possible, the co-sponsoring society should assign a Chair.
Ordinarily, each association is permitted one joint panel at ACCUTE, but two may be permitted if the
response warrants.
Please note that anyone presenting a paper in a joint panel must be a member of either ACCUTE
or the partner organization. To join ACCUTE, click here.

Meet the ACCUTE Board of Directors
President 2020-2022
Gregory Betts (Brock University)
I am a Professor at Brock University in the Department of
English Language & Literature, where I teach Canadian and
Avant-Garde Literature. My history with ACCUTE goes back
to 2001, when I served as a Grad Student Campus Rep for
York University and inaugurated the Annual Survey of
English Departments (that, I’m delighted to note, still carries
on today). My research and scholarly activities intersect with
my creative work in many ways. As a scholar, I’ve spent the
past decade and a half researching and recovering the
history of eruptive and disruptive writing in and against
Canada. As a poet, I’ve been exploring the boundaries of
textual collaboration (including plagiarism), experimentation,
and performativity. I’ve organized literary festivals, academic
conferences, and hundreds of poetry readings in many
cities, and constantly seek new ways to draw disparate and
marginalized communities into dialogue with each other. I
have been the Craig Dobbin Professor of Canadian Studies
at University College Dublin (2018-2019), the Chancellor’s
Chair for Research Excellence at Brock University
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(2014-2017), and the Director of the Centre for Canadian Studies at Brock University (2010-2016).

Vice President: 2020-2022
Ronald Cummings (Brock University)
I am currently an Associate Professor in
the Department of English Language and Literature at
Brock University. In my research and teaching I
explore the intersections of literature, popular and
material culture, postcolonial theory, Black diaspora
studies, critical race theory and gender and sexuality
studies. My work has been published in Small Axe,
the Journal of Postcolonial Writing, the Journal of
West Indian Literature and Transforming
Anthropology.

ACCUTE Past-President: 2020
Jennifer Andrews (University of New Brunswick)
I am a Professor in the Department of English at the University of New Brunswick, with teaching and
research interests in English-Canadian, American, and North American Indigenous literatures. I
have been a member of ACCUTE since 1993 and served as the Graduate Student Representative
from 1996-1997, even writing a column on alt-academic careers for the ACCUTE newsletter during
my time in that role—oh those many years ago! I am especially interested in professional concerns
around gender and broad definitions of family care, as
well as labour precarity, and the increasing scarcity of
full-time permanent academic work.I have served as
Department Chair at UNB (2013-2016) and on the
executive of CACE (Canadian Chairs of English), was
co-editor of Studies in Canadian Literature for a
decade (2002-2012), and have been a member of
various SSHRC and ASPP committees, as well as a
delegate to the MLA. I co-authored Border Crossings:
Thomas King’s Cultural Inversions (UTP, 2003) and
wrote In the Belly of a Laughing God: Humour and
Irony in Native Women’s Poetry (UTP, 2011). My
current research project, which was supported with a
SSHRC IDG grant from 2013-2017, examines
Americans who write about Canada; I am writing a
monograph on the topic.

Contract Academic Faculty Caucus Representative: 2020-2022
ACCUTE Newsletter
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Concetta Principe (Trent University-Durham and York)
I am a sessional professor of English
literature, creative writing, and theory at
Trent University-Durham and York
University. I have a Ph.D. (2014) from York
University, Canada. My research, using a
Lacanian psychoanalytic approach in
analyzing culture, has appeared, and is
forthcoming in, Psychoanalysis, Culture
and Society, Psychoanalytic
Discourse/ Discourspsychoanalytique,
and Journal of Cultural Research. Her
monograph, Secular Messiahs and the
Return of Paul’s Real: A Lacanian
Approach (2015) was published by
Palgrave Macmillan. I have five books of
poetry, including, This Real (Pedlar Press
2017), which was long-listed for the
Raymond Souster Award, a book of fiction. My creative non-fiction project on suicide is forthcoming
with Gordon Hill Press in the spring of 2021. My work has appeared and is forthcoming in Canadian
and American journals including The Malahat Review, The Capilano
Review, The Minola Review and Hamilton Arts and Literature.

President, Graduate Student Caucus: 2020-21
Meghan Burry (Queen’s University)
I am a Newfoundland-born, PEI-raised PhD student and
Teaching Assistant in the English department at Queen’s
University. I received her BA from the University of Prince
Edward Island in 2017 and my MA from Queen’s in 2018. My
research interests primarily include 19th century women’s
literature, Indigenous literature, and issues of gender and
sexuality. My dissertation focuses on literary representations
of fallen womanhood and prostitution from the 1790s-1890s. I
am the co-Editor-in-Chief of The Lamp, an international
literary journal that publishes the creative writing of graduate
and professional students. I am both humbled and honoured
to serve as ACCUTE’s GSC President this year.
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Member-at-large (CPC Committee): 2019-21
Kit Dobson (Mount Royal University)
I am currently an Associate Professor at Mount Royal
University in Calgary. My work focuses on literatures in
Canada, Indigenous literatures, film, writing and beyond. I
am most recently the author of Malled: Deciphering
Shopping in Canada (Wolsak & Wynn, 2017). Previous
books are Transnational Canadas: Anglo-Canadian
Literature and Globalization (WLUP, 2009);
Transnationalism, Activism, Art (edited with Áine
McGlynn; U Toronto P, 2013); Please, No More Poetry:
The Poetry of derek beaulieu (edited; WLUP, 2013); and
Producing Canadian Literature: Authors Speak on the
Literary Marketplace (with Smaro Kamboureli; WLUP,
2013). I am working on two edited collections, both
expected in 2020 from the U Alberta P: Dissonant
Methods: Undoing Discipline in the Humanities
Classroom (with Ada Jaarsma) and All the Feels: Aﬀect
and Writing in Canada / Tous les sens: L’aﬀect dans
l’écriture au Canada (with Marie Carrière and Ursula Moser). I have been involved with the
profession in many roles, including as a member of the editorial boards of NeWest Press, Canadian
Literature, and ARIEL: A Review of International English Literatures, as a member of the MLA’s
Delegate Assembly, and as a member of ACCUTE’s Committee for Professional Concerns. I am
committed to doing what I can to ensure that the profession is the best that it can be!

Member-at-large (Colleges): 2020-2022
Jennifer Chambers (Sheridan College)
I am a Professor of Creative Writing and Literary Studies in
the Creative Writing and Publishing Program at Sheridan
College. I hold a Ph.D. in English from the University of
Alberta, and an M.A. in English and Creative Writing from the
University of Windsor. I work on early Canadian women
writers, gender and sexuality in literature, and diversity
in CanLit. I edited the collection of essays, Diversity and
Change in Early Canadian Women’s Writing (Cambridge
Scholars Press, 2009). I have published academic articles and
chapters on diversity in Canadian Literature, and the
representations and reputations of early Canadian women
writers. Some of her poetry is published in literary journals. I
am working on a manuscript about the history of sexuality in
Canada, and the lives, poetry, and letters of Ethelwyn
Wetherald and Helena Coleman. There’s also that campus
novel I’ve been working on.
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Member-at-large (Priestley Prize Chair): 2019-21
Hannah McGregor (Simon Fraser University)
Hannah McGregor is an Assistant
Professor of Publishing at Simon Fraser
University, where her research focuses on
podcasting as scholarly communication,
systemic barriers to access in the
Canadian publishing industry, and
magazines as middlebrow media. She is
the co-creator of Witch, Please, a feminist
podcast on the Harry Potter world, and
the creator of the weekly podcast Secret
Feminist Agenda, which is currently
undergoing an experimental peer review
process with Wilfrid Laurier University
Press. She is also the co-editor of the
book Refuse: CanLit in Ruins (Book*hug
2018).

Editor, English Studies in Canada (ex-oﬃcio)
Allan Pero (Western University)
I’m a specialist in modernist literature, drama, psychoanalysis, and
contemporary theory. Although I have a continuing interest in the work of
figures like Wyndham Lewis, Virginia Woolf, Katherine Mansfield, Ford
Madox Ford, Leonora Carrington, and Ronald Firbank (the Samuel Beckett
of Camp), I am co-editor and contributor (with Gyllie Phillips) to a collection
called The Many Façades of Edith Sitwell (2017), and am working on a
book-length project on Camp and Modernism. In addition to trying to paint
and write poetry, I also write programme notes and give talks at the Stratford
Festival. I am honoured to be taking on the role of editor of ESC.

President, Canadian Association of Chairs of English
(ex-oﬃcio):2020-2021 Jacqueline Jenkins (University of Calgary)
Jacqueline Jenkins is professor of medieval literature and Head of
the Department of English at the University of Calgary (Alberta,
Canada). She is serving her third term as President of the Canadian
Association of Chairs of English (2019–20; 2017–18; 2016–17), and
is an elected member of the MLA’s Association of Departments of
English Executive Committee (ADE, 2018–2021). Her research and
teaching interests are in the areas of medieval English performance
and theatre histories, women’s literary habits and medieval
manuscript production.
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Members’ News
RUTH PANOFSKY (Ryerson) is pleased to announce
the publication of her new book. Radiant Shards (2020)
invokes Adele Wisemans’s 1974 novel Crackpot. The
book imagines the interior life of the novel’s
protagonist, an obese Jewish sex worker named Hoda,
who services the boys and men of North End Winnipeg
during the first half of the twentieth century. In Radiant
Shards, Hoda reflects personally and knowingly on the
experiences of her complicated life. Against the
structural arc of events that shape her worldview, she
plumbs the depths of her suﬀering and the triumph of
her will from a poetically imagined position of maturity
and self-awareness. This creative project incorporates
historical images that ground the lyric presentation of
Hoda and deepen the resonant voice of a character
who was originally modelled on an actual North End
resident.
RUSSELL KILBOURN (WLU) is pleased to announce the
publication of his book The Cinema of Paolo Sorrentino
(Columbia UP). Paolo Sorrentino, director of Il Divo (2008)
and The Great Beauty (2013) and creator of the HBO
series The Young Pope (2016), has emerged as one of the
most compelling figures in twenty-first-century European
film. From his earliest productions to his more recent
transnational works, Sorrentino has paid homage to Italy’s
cinematic past while telling stories of masculine
characters whose sense of self seems to be on the brink
of dissolution. Together with his usual collaborators
(including cinematographer Luca Bigazzi and editor
Cristiano Travagliolo) and actors (chief among them Toni
Servillo), Sorrentino has produced an incisive depiction of
the contemporary European condition by means of an
often spectacular postclassical style that nevertheless
continues postwar Italian film’s tradition of political
commitment.
This book is a critical examination of Sorrentino’s work,
focusing on his emergence as a preeminent transnational
auteur. Russell J. A. Kilbourn oﬀers close readings of
Sorrentino’s feature films and television output from One
Man Up (2001) to The Young Pope (2016) and Loro (2018),
featuring in-depth analyses of the director’s exuberant
and intensified film style. Addressing the crucial themes of Sorrentino’s output―including a
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masculine subject defined by a melancholic awareness of its own imminent demise, and a critique
of the conventional cinematic representation of women―Kilbourn illuminates Sorrentino’s ability to
suﬀuse postmodern elegies for the humanist worldview with a sense of social awareness and
responsibility. Kilbourn also foregrounds Sorrentino’s contributions to the ongoing transformations
of cinematic realism and the Italian and European art cinema traditions more broadly. The first
English-language study of the acclaimed director’s oeuvre, The Cinema of Paolo Sorrentino
demonstrates why he is considered one of the most dynamic figures making films today.

Congratulations to LAURA DAVIS (Red Deer) for recently receiving
a $2000 Recognition of Scholarly Activity Award from Red Deer
College for her work on Margaret Laurence and Jack McClelland:
Letters, co-edited by Linda Morra and published by University of
Alberta Press in 2018.

New book?
Advertise it here.
Email info.accute@gmail.com

JOBS

For job postings, visit the ACCUTE blog: https://accute.ca/
category/job-postings/
Have a job posting to advertise? Email us at
info.accute@gmail.com
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The ACCUTE Board of Directors
Gregory Betts (President)
Ronald Cummings (Vice-President)
Concetta Principe (CAF Caucus Rep)
Meghan Burry (President, Graduate Student
Caucus Rep)
Kit Dobson (Member-at-Large, Prof. Concerns)
Jennifer Chambers (Member-at-Large, Colleges)
Hannah McGregor (Member-at-Large, Priestley
Prize)
Jennifer Andrews (Past-President)
Alan Pero (Editor, English Studies in Canada)
(ex-officio)
Jacqueline Jenkins (CACE President) (ex-officio)

With thanks…
The ACCUTE office runs only with the help of
the ACCUTE board and past offices, as well as
the support of the University of New
Brunswick’s Department of English and the
Faculty of Arts.
We especially want to thank ACCUTE’s
members for your support. Please remember to
renew your membership. It’s quick and easy,
and you can do it online!

The ACCUTE Office
TBA (ACCUTE Office Coordinator)
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